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Loy Yang Power Management Pty. Ltd. Submission To
The Pre Determination Conference - Tasmanian
Derogations And Vesting Contracts

1 The Framework and Commercial Arrangements

1.1 The Energy Reform Framework Summarised

In summary the energy reform framework consists of: 
• An integrated Hydro Tasmania (HT), 
• A single retailer/distributor (Aurora Energy), 
• Transend the regulated transmission service provider,
• Basslink owned and operated by National Grid International Limited, (NGIL),
• The Basslink Services Agreement (BSA) (a contract between HT and NGIL)
• NEM entry for which Basslink is said to be a pre-requisite.

1.2 Basslink Commercial Arrangements as modified by the Draft
Determination

The commercial arrangements, between Hydro Tasmania (HT) and National Grid
International (NGIL) and the Tasmanian energy reform framework and the ACCC
Draft Determination (DD) on which this submission is based are summarised as
follows:

1. Basslink is an inter-connector to be built owned & operated by NGIL,
2. HT pays a facility fee to NGIL, (fixed monthly payments),
3. HT receives all the Inter-Regional Revenue (IRR) for 25 years,
4. NGIL will operate Basslink as a regulated inter-connector, this means NGIL will

not place any restrictions on the flow across the link, except as directed by HT
5. HT will not direct Basslink to make bids other than zero except for southward

flows where they may direct positive bids in limited circumstances (technical,
pricing efficiency and preservation of dynamic rating). 

6. HT will dispose of the settlement surpluses that occur on southward flows through
an auction process similar to the NEMMCO process with an independently
determined reserve.

The framework and commercial arrangements mean that HT, the monopoly
generator in Tasmania, effectively owns and controls Basslink and hence the
connection of Tasmania to the NEM. 

1.3 The Market

The market is considered to be the Tasmanian Market or alternatively the Victorian
Market as Basslink operates in a predominantly constrained mode.

2 Competition In the Tasmanian Market
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The Commission notes on page 27 of the DD that:

“The question for the Commission is whether there will there be sufficient competition
in Tasmania to ensure prices remain competitive.” 

The following sections address the issue of competition in the pool and contract
market in Tasmania.

2.1 Competition in the Tasmanian Pool

2.1.1 HT Dominance in the Tasmanian Market

The Commission notes on page 27 that:

 “However, if a single generator held a dominant position in the market (ie if the
combined output of all other generators is insufficient to meet demand), then it could
bid any price in the knowledge it would be dispatched. In such circumstances, market
based constraints would be ineffective in limiting price rises.“  

The following data presented in graphical form has been extracted from various
documents submitted to the ACCC by the Tasmanian Government to determine
under what circumstances HT is the must run generator and hence the impact of
market based constraints.

The information has been sourced from the following documents.
Meeting Tasmania’s Energy Needs for the 21st Century – A Competitive Future
The Draft Determination – Tasmanian Derogation's and Vesting Contracts - Page 8 
Tasmanian Government submission to the ACCC – “The Big Picture – Figure 1 Tasmania’s expected
generation sector in 2006”

The charts show each generator as a % of the total energy for the Tasmanian market
in 2003 and in 2006 based on HT predictions.
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It can be seen that: 
• the Tasmanian generation market is not characterised by the horizontal

separation that has occurred in other states, and 
• HT with control of the flow across Basslink controls 91% of the energy capability

in 2002.  

The following graph based on a hypothetical case (a prediction by HT with little
foundation), which shows that HT (with control of Basslink) controls 75% of the
generating capacity in 2006 little has changed and the Tasmanian market still does
not align with the competitive market structures in other regions.

2.1.2 HT is the ”must run” generator

The following graphs show the same information in terms of capacity not energy,
(2003 with Basslink and 2006 with the Tasmanian Government forecast generating
capacity), together with a forecast of maximum and minimum demand for Basslink in
full export and import modes.

In relation to the ACCC test re market based constraints the graphs show that at all
demands between maximum and minimum HT holds a dominant position, the
combined output of all the other generators is insufficient to meet demand.  The
margin between total competitor output and minimum demand is shown by the arrow
on the graph.  HT is always the ”must run” generator and can therefore price in the
knowledge it will be dispatched.
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Tasmanian Generating Capacity cf Forecast Demand When Importing 300MW
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Tasmanian Generating Capacity cf Forecast Demand When Exporting 600MW
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The graphs demonstrate that the framework fails the ACCC test, ie HT is the “must
run” generator and therefore market based constraints are ineffective in limiting price
rises.“  

The framework will be ineffective in limiting price rises as HT can bid in the
knowledge it will be dispatched, therefore the anti-competitive detriments of
the framework are large.

The Commission acknowledges the uncertainty in the future forecasts on which the
Tasmanian Government bases its arguments that competition will develop, but the
Commission has also stated on page 28 of the DD that the Commission;

“believes that if the predictions in the Tasmanian Government’s submission are
realised then the anti-competitive detriments are likely to be small relative to the
public benefits.” 

The diagram demonstrates that the ACCC belief is not well founded.  Even if the
Tasmanian Governments predictions are realised the anti-competitive detriments are
not changed, in fact the dominant position of the HT / Basslink combination remains
in 2006 and in all probability in subsequent years.  

The basis for ascribing the continuing dominance of HT is described in the following
sections.  
In 2006 when the Tasmanian Government predicts that additional generating
capacity will occur it has been assumed in preparing the above charts that: 
• expansion of generating capacity in Tasmania occurs without a corresponding

increase in Tasmanian demand (as postulated by the Tasmanian government),
and also 

• expansion of generating capacity is driven by a corresponding increase in
demand in Tasmania.  

The Tasmanian Government has postulated that generating capacity will develop in
Tasmania to meet demand in another region.  This is highly improbable, transporting
gas to Tasmania from Victoria and the transport electricity back is not a competitive
way of meeting Victorian demand, and demonstrates the Tasmanian Governments
lack of understanding of the NEM financial market. The proposition ignores the
fundamental costs and risks of operating in the NEM, and is not supported by current
activity in the NEM where in SA and Victoria plant is being built to meet demand
within the region.  (In any case the Tasmanian Government does not appear to have
taken the proposition seriously as no provision has been made to provide an auction
process for IRR’s to allow on-island generators to compete in the NEM.).  Potential
new entrant generators to Tasmania would find this a major deterrent as their
opportunities will be constrained to Tasmania only and therefore inhibit any additional
benefits to Tasmania from such investment leveraging off the state’s competitive
advantages.

However if generating capacity in Tasmania were to increase as postulated with no
demand increase the diagram shows that the HT Basslink combination is still the
“must run” generator.
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Forecast increases in generating capacity are unlikely to occur however even if
they do, the large anti-competitive detriments of the framework are not
decreased and HT continues to control pool price.

2.1.3 Control of Pool Price in Tasmania by HT

Based on the Tasmanian Government submissions control over pool price in
Tasmania is an essential feature of the operation of Basslink.  The Commission
however appears to have accepted the Tasmanian Governments arguments that
there will be constraints on HT bidding.

On page 27 of the draft determination, the Tasmanian Government has advised, and
the Commission has noted that: 

“……………. the Tasmanian Government has largely limited this structural reform to
separating the Bell Bay Power Station from the remainder of Hydro Tasmania’s
generating assets. The Tasmanian Government has argued that this has been
necessary to manage Tasmania’s hydrological resources and to ensure that the
Basslink owner has a counter party with financial standing able to accept the type
and size of risks associated with building and operating such an interconnector”

In the “Meeting Tasmania’s Energy Needs for the 21st Century – A Competitive
Future” page 24 MTENACF Section 4.5 Operation of the Link, the Tasmanian
Government states,

“The core economics of the Basslink project are driven by the trading opportunity
created by the spread of prices between the peak and off-peak in the Victorian region
of the NEM coupled with the State’s flexible hydro system.”

In summary these statements declare that an integrated HT with control over pool
price is required to,
• Manage Tasmania’s hydrological resources,
• Provide a counterparty capable of accepting the risk of investing in and operating

a large scale inter-connector in a competitive market,
• Generate trading revenue from the Victorian peak – offpeak pool price spread.

The Tasmanian Government recognises that the revenue that can be generated by
operating Basslink as a trading operation will be maximised and the risks reduced
only if HT controls pool price in Tasmania.  

To make a long term commitment of this nature (25 years) the Government needs to
be reasonably certain that the maximum revenue can be generated to meet the fixed
payments made to Basslink P/L. and to do this HT needs to be able to control pool
price in Tasmania.

An integrated HT with control of pool price is an essential, long term feature of
the framework which is required to underwrite the BSA commitments.
 

2.1.4 Constraints on HT Bidding
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The following diagram has been presented by both HT and the ACCC to demonstrate
the constraints on HT bidding behaviour.   It is argued that Tasmanian price is linked
to Victorian price, and that this linking is a constraint that limits HT market power to
the time the link is constrained on import to Tasmania. 

The link to Victorian Pool price is not a constraint but merely a result of the operation
of the link to generate revenue.

The diagram describing this behaviour is included below.  This is not a diagram that
shows limits on HT’s market power it only demonstrates how HT proposes to
exercise its market power.   

Figure 2.2 Prices and Tasmanian generators’ ability to exercise market power

Importing to Tasmania
(Basslink flows south)

Exporting from Tasmania
(Basslink flows north)

Link
Constrained

PTas > PVic
Tasmanian generators may
exercise market power in
Tasmania.

60% of the time

PTas < PVic
Tasmanian generators’ market
power is constrained by  the
competitive Victorian market

30% of the time
Link
Unconstrained

PTas = PVic
Tasmanian generators do not
have market power as
marginal unit could be supplied
in Victoria or in Tasmania

5% of the time

PTas = Pvic
Tasmanian generators do not
have market power as marginal
unit could be supplied in Victoria
or in Tasmania

5% of the time

(Table taken from ACCC - Tasmania Derogations and Vesting Contract - Draft Determinations Page 14.
The % of the time in each mode is based on the capacity of the link and the Tasmanian Government
forecast energy transfers across the link from the “Meeting Tasmania’s Energy Needs for the 21st

Century” documents.)

HT will exercise its market power to choose the mode of operation by setting pool
price in Tasmania at an appropriate level relative to Victorian pool price which
controls, 
• the mode of operation, (ie import, export constrained or not)
• the time of operation in that mode, and 
• the flow across the link.  

It is the need to generate trading revenue that will limit bidding behaviour at some
times.  Whether that behaviour is limited or not is solely at HT’s discretion.  The table
only shows how to exercise market power to maximise trading revenue.

However on the basis of this table, the Commission has restated on page 14 of the
DD, the Tasmanian Government assertion that “the only time when a generator in
Tasmania could exercise market power would be in those off-peak periods when
Basslink is constrained and Tasmania is importing electricity.” 

What this is really saying is that the only time that HT can increase pool price in
Tasmania to any level above Victorian pool price and not reduce trading revenue is
when Basslink is constrained and Tasmania is importing electricity.
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There are no constraints on HT bidding behaviour and HT remains in control of 

• .the mode of operation, (ie import, export constrained or not)
• the time of operation in that mode, and 
• the flow across the link.

The Tasmanian Government also presents the following spurious argument
regarding constraint of market power at the time Tasmania is importing.

“At these times (eg summer off-peak), Tasmania’s load is around 960 MW compared
with 1400 MW to 1600 MW during peak demand periods. As outlined above, the
Tasmanian Government argued that during these periods, the market power of
Tasmanian generators would be constrained by competition between the on-island
generators.  Moreover, the Tasmanian Government argued that Hydro Tasmania’s
market power would be constrained by its need to bid run-of-river at the low end of
the merit order. It argued that Hydro would be disciplined to bid this run-of-river
generation in a competitive way to ensure that it gets dispatched for its full run-of-
river volume. A failure to bid a price low enough to get dispatched will mean that
Hydro loses the value of that resource because it simply falls over the top of the
dams and is not run through the turbines. All generators are paid the price of the
marginal unit for all that they generate and therefore have an incentive to bid
according to the marginal cost of their generation source. In the case of run-of-river,
the marginal cost is very low and the Government argues that Hydro will therefore bid
it at a low price to ensure its dispatch. Consequently, the Tasmanian Government
expects that the Tasmania wholesale electricity price will broadly track the Victorian
price, …”

This statement demonstrates that the Tasmanian Government does not understand
the competitive electricity market and the drivers for bidding to maximise revenue.

HT does not have to bid its run of river at a low value to ensure it is dispatched it will
still be the ”must run” generator.  
For example in 2003, with demand at 960mw, and on island generation of 134MW,
HT will need to generate 826MW, This can be made up from up to 300MW of import
and the balance from HT capacity (run of river or storage).   This demonstrates that
even if the full link capacity is used HT must generate 526MW and is still the “must
run” generator and can therefore set pool price at any level.
 
If the run of river capacity,
• Is more than 826MW HT can bid pool price up to a level just below that required

to commence imports (ref note 1 below),
• is less than this 826MW HT will bid the last increments of generation at a price

higher than the Victorian price to ensure Basslink imports from Victoria to make
up the balance.  Tasmanian pool price will be above Victorian price and imports
on Basslink between 0 and 300MW.

There is no competition from on island generators and no drivers to dispatch run of
river at low prices.  Whether or not HT bid any run of river at zero or not is irrelevant
when they set price by part of their bid to ensure import occurs.

( Note 1 The TG argues that generators have an incentive to bid at the
marginal cost of their own generation source.  This is not conventional wisdom in the
NEM.  Generators have an incentive to bid as high as possible and generally bid to
below the SRMC of the next competitor in the merit order.  For HT this is the
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Victorian pool price.  HT has a choice and will need to act in a commercial manner, to
ensure the return to shareholders is maximised.)

The ACCC should review any decision that relies on the above statement that
the need to bid run of river at zero will constrain bidding behaviour

2.1.5 Control of flow across the link

This however raises the same issue as has been addressed by the ACCC in relation
to negative bids by Basslink P/L., ie reduction of flow across the link while importing.

The quantity of run of river available at times of import and the stated discipline of HT
to ensure that it gets dispatched for its full run-of-river volume (to avoid Hydro loosing
the value of that resource because it simply falls over the top of the dams) will reduce
the flow across the link.  This is a major issue for generators purchasing a hedge
based on a % of the flow across the link and an additional disincentive to contracting
in Tasmania.

The above example is based on summer demands however in the “Meeting
Tasmania’s Energy Needs for the 21st Century – A competitive Future” the
Government has stated that, 
“In summer, there is a typically a greater need for imports to Tasmania and Figure
4.1 shows that the link would operate in a southward direction for longer and at a
greater capacity. “

It is highly likely that the same issue will arise in winter when there is considerably
more water in the run of river systems. 

2.1.6 Impact of HT market power due to small increases in the bidding when
importing to Tasmania

It is clear that at times of import to Tasmania there is no constraint other than VoLL,
on the level of bid that HT can make.  If HT were to bid at levels approaching VoLL
this would be a clear exercise of market power.  Some redress may be available
under the TPA.  

However the application of market power to make even small increases in HT bids
when importing over and above that necessary to put Basslink in full import mode
will:
• increase the average Tasmanian Pool Price, and hence contract price,
• have a significant impact on the IRR’s generated and hence the price for inter-

regional hedges.  

This impact on IRR is demonstrated in the following graph where increases in the HT
off-peak bids have been translated into increases in the Tasmanian average pool
price and the corresponding increase in the IRR's.  The graph is based on a pool
modelling exercise for the year 2005 carried out by LYP for a single scenario. This
shows the significant impact a small increase in pool price can have on increasing
the revenue that could be generated from selling IRH’s and also the impact on the
assessment of the floor price for the auction process by the independent party.  

As can be seen the graph demonstrates, 
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• the volatility in pool price outcomes, and 
• the relationship of IRR’s to small changes in Tasmanian pool price. 

The information is provided for 10 different simulations of the same pool-modelling
scenario for a particular year.  The range of outcomes shown by the arrow is due to
random generator outages.  Given the volatility in pool price it is unlikely that
increases in pool price over and above that necessary to put the link in import mode
of this magnitude could be detected in practice.
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HT can have a significant impact on the inter-regional revenue from small changes in
Tasmanian pool price.  

The Tasmanian Government has argued that one of the main benefits of the energy
reform frame work will be the linking of the Tasmanian pool prices to mainland pool
prices, to achieve NEM consistent energy prices for Tasmanian businesses and
remain competitive with similar businesses on the mainland.

The above analysis shows that: 
• HT does not and will not face a significant number of competitors as

new entrants are highly unlikely to enter now and in the future and
would not be required in Tasmania unless new load is attracted to
Tasmania,  

• In any case, new entrant with or without additional load in Tasmania, HT
retains its market power ,

• There are no constraints on HT’s bidding except the need to generate a
trading revenue,

• Whether or not Tasmanian prices are linked to Victorian prices is at the
sole discretion of HT as HT is always the “must run” generator and
controls pool price in Tasmania.

• HT can at times reduce flow across the link at times of import and
devalue the IRR.

 
The anti-competitive detriments of the frame work are large.
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Competition in the Contract Market

Competition in the wholesale market relies upon a competitive and properly
functioning pool.  From the above analysis it can be seen that there are major
deficiencies in the pool, these will therefore flow through to the contract market

The Commission quite rightly concludes that,

“Whether Basslink can be a competitor with on-island generators will largely depend
on the ability of mainland generators to contract with Tasmanian based retailers and
customers.”

To contract in Tasmania LYP would require a firm inter-regional hedge for the
defined load profile.  The obstacles to LYP or any other Victorian generator providing
a firm hedge for a defined load profile for a Tasmanian customer against Tasmanian
pool price are identified below.

2.2.1 Proposal to Dispose of  IRR’s

Import IRR’s

The Tasmanian Government have proposed a sell down mechanism (that mimics the
NEMMCO process) to sell down the IRR’s.  The exact nature of the hedges to be
provided is not clear from the DD, however the auction process is understood to have
the following major features,

• All the southward flows will be available (300MW), (In this paper it has been
assumed that no matter what time of day the link flows south an IRR will be
available),

• The auction process will be arms length from the Government & HT,
• A reserve price will be set by an independent party based on the expected values

of the IRR’s,
• The IRR’s are non firm,
• Firming up would be via an on island generator,
• The IRR’s are for a % of the link flow,

Export IRR’s

There is no proposal to dispose of Export IRR’s.  
The Tasmanian Government have however forecast that new generation will locate
in Tasmania as competition to Hydro Tasmania and there will be excess capacity in
Tasmania. The reserve margin in Tasmania will be around 50% in 2006. (Tasmanian
Government submission to the ACCC – “The Big Picture – Page 3”.)    This prediction
is more likely to eventuate if these generators have access to the IRR’s and can
utilise the surplus capacity by contracting with mainland customers.  They however
will face the same issues as Victorian generators wishing to contract in Tasmania.
The provider of hedges is their competitor HT.

A process for sell down of export IRR’s is required 

2.2.2 Determination of a Market based Reserve Price and available capacity
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As in the NEMMCO reserve setting process the independent party would need to
take into account historical and forecast future pool price differentials, when the link
is importing to Tasmania and normal inter-regional energy flows at this time.  

As has been demonstrated previously HT is in control of both 
• the Victorian to Tas price differential and 
• the flow across the link,
therefore HT can influence the level at which the reserve is set,  (Refer graph 3
above), and the capacity available.  

There are some features of the reserve setting process that are unclear, such as
accounting for the impact of future weather patterns and rainfall on the reserve value
and the likely flow of available capacity of the link, the % value of the reserve relative
to the IRR’s, whether the valuation takes into account the fixed payments to Basslink
P/L.

2.2.3 The NEMMCO IRSR Auction Process

The NEMMCO IRSR has already been demonstrated to be ineffective in supporting
contracts across the existing inter-connectors. As has been demonstrated in South
Australia where the state relies upon imports from Victoria to meet demand, the risk
to Victorian generators of hedging in SA is unacceptable and customers have had
difficulty obtaining hedge cover.  The incumbent retailer as a result of the dis-
sagregation process has had no alternative but to accept the risks entailed.

Also for NSW generators providing hedge cover in Victoria where NSW generators
have been unable to obtain hedges to cover Victorian contracts and have incurred
significant losses.

The auction process provides an inflexible short term hedging arrangement that will
not facilitate long term contracting in Tasmania.  The hedges offered are non-firm
and for the capacity of the link on can be varied solely at HT’s discretion.  

If a generator were prepared to take the risks inherent in the NEMMCO process
addressing the latter risks (non firm and uncertain capacity), it would require the
purchase of additional cover from HT, an on island generator.  (HT is unlikely to have
the capacity and the ability of any on island competitor to HT to provide contract
cover is limited, as they would have little certainty that they could compete with a
monopoly hydro generator and operate as their contract position required.)

In an attempt to limit the market power of HT the Tasmanian Government has
proposed an alternative to negotiating directly with HT to hedge in Tasmania
which is demonstrated not to work in the NEM and in any case where the price
and availability of the service offered is still subject to control by HT.

2.2.4 Constraints on Competitors to HT

As an alternative to the auction process competitors to HT who wish to obtain an IRH
that provides an acceptable level of cover for contracting in Tasmania are still faced
with the following constraints. 

1. HT is the only counterparty capable of providing an inter-regional hedge
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• Negotiate with HT the owner of the IRR’s (outside the auction process), to
provide an interregional hedge (non firm), and as an IRH does not provide a
perfect hedge

• Firming up the IRH with an on island generator (Most likely HT)

The latter is a further disincentive, or cost impost, to inter-regional contracting, as
there is no IRR when the link fails.

2. HT will establish the premium to be charged to competitors.

HT would have significant leverage in any contract negotiations for IRR and
enhanced market knowledge about what position such competitors could take in
Tasmania.  In the event that trades were achieved, such competitors would be
charged a fee based on the trading revenues or the IRR, or a proportion of the
NGIL facility fee and any margins that HT might like to include. 

3. No incentive for HT to sell IRR

Compared to a true MNSP who would normally hedge against the uncertainty of
the IRR by selling future IRR at a fixed price and who would have an incentive to
provide hedges of the type required by the market, the incentive for HT to offer
inter-regional hedges is considerably reduced because: 
• the sale of inter-regional hedges at a price that would allow competition in

Tasmania increases the risk of a reduction in market share, contract revenue
and a threat to State revenues, and

• any shortfall in trading revenue can be extracted from Tasmanian consumers
because of HT’s monopoly position.

4. Cost of the inter-regional hedge will cause a significant competitive barrier

The cost of an inter-regional hedge and the cost to firm it up is likely to be
significant.  It is therefore highly unlikely that competitors to HT will be able to
contract in Tasmania with this built in disadvantage, unless electricity is sold at a
significant discount or is subsidised by the Tasmanian Government. Aurora and
interstate retailers will have little choice for supply options and this will
significantly inhibit any genuine competition for consumers in Tasmania.

The reform framework will not provide competition in the wholesale market for
Tasmanian electricity consumers.

Of particular concern is 300MW of off-peak customer load.

The following information taken from the document “A Competitive Future” page 28
identifies the off peak load at times of import in summer as comprising of two groups,
 
• Large industrial customers 653 MW (68% of the summer off peak demand of

960MW),

• Households, hospitals commercial and small industrial make up the balance,
(307MW), approximately the maximum import capacity of the link.
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Given that the large industrial customers have the longest term contracts (to about
2010) and are the last to enter the contestable market the later category will bear all
the cost of the risks associated with hedging across the link during this period.

This will significantly disadvantage this group of customers compared to those who
are able to contract with HT without the impost of an inter-regional hedge.  

This is a significant anti-competitive detriment of the framework.  

The Anti competitive detriments reside in Tasmania and the Tasmanian
Government has the ability to adjust

“The Commission is also of the view that if these anti-competitive detriments were to
emerge, contrary to the predictions and assurances of the Tasmanian Government,
then the Tasmanian Government would have the incentive and the ability to adjust
the energy reform framework”.

For the reasons described above it is our view that the anti–competitive detriments
are certain, there will be no competition in Tasmania.

After the implementation of the framework and construction of Basslink, the
Tasmanian Government has little incentive and limited scope for taking action, for the
following reasons.

• The scope, size and cost of the link are fixed.

• The Tasmanian Government has stated that they could not underwrite Basslink
without an aggregated HT and the current Basslink Service Agreement.  The BSA
is presumably required to lock in a long-term project financing arrangement and
risk allocation with Basslink Pty. Ltd.  The ability to generate revenue to meet the
BSA commitments relies upon the monopoly power of HT to be able to control
pool price in Tasmania.

• Any increase in competition in the wholesale market to provide benefits to
consumers (reduction in anti-competitive detriments?) in Tasmania will reduce
the trading revenue and IRR’s and increase the risk of HT and the Tasmanian
Government who are underwriting the inter-connector financing. 

• The ability of the Government to unwind a complex project financing agreement
will be limited; lenders to the project will not willingly accept contractual changes
that may increase their level of risk.

• Action to provide lower prices to consumers would only reduce revenues to the
state owned businesses.

There are therefore major constraints and major disincentives for the Government to
take action to decrease the anti-competitive detriments. 
The life of the Basslink project will extend well beyond the term of the current
government and there is no guarantee that subsequent governments will honour the
assurance. 

2.4 Benefits and anti-competitive detriment’s of the Framework
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2.4.1 The counterfactual

What is the counterfactual for assessing public benefits or anti competitive detriment
in,
a) Tasmania

Anti-competitive detriment,

• The current status in Tasmania, a regulated industry with no competition.
• The proposed framework with the anti competitive elements removed?

If as the Tasmanian Government wishes to argue, the counterfactual is the status
quo (with energy prices regulated) then the anti-competitive detriments in
Tasmania increase, under the framework as energy price control is handed to the
monopoly generator HT, with no regulatory oversight.

In Tasmania removal of the anti-competitive elements (*the BSA disaggregate
HT) will eliminate the anti competitive detriment.

In either assessment the framework proposed provides greater anti-competitive
detriment.  By any measure there is a lessening of competition.

b) Victoria, 

Anti-competitive detriment,

In Victoria there is a competitive electricity market
• The proposed framework,
• The proposed framework with the anti competitive elements removed?

In either case the competition in Victoria is increased?

Public benefits

The Commission appears to have accepted the benefits claimed by the
Tasmanian Government at face value.  It is not clear that in assessing the
benefits (such as saying that the project will provide an increased economic
activity due to construction of Basslink) whether the Commission has taken into
account that the competitive market will drive some of these benefits in Victoria
anyway.  In our view this should be taken into account and we have done so in
our assessment of the benefits.  In Victoria if Basslink does not proceed
construction of peaking plant will occur.  In this particular example it is arguable
that Basslink is the most cost-effective solution to Victoria’s needs.  This should
also be taken into account in the weighting of benefits.  (Refer VenCorp SNOVIC
report, which ranks options for peaking capacity.  Adjustments need to be made
in the VENCorp assessment for unserved energy and deferred plant in
Tasmania).

2.4.2 Size of anti-competitive detriment

The Commission is of the view that; 
• the anti competitive detriment largely resides in Tasmania.
• they are uncertain about the size but are provided  with the assurance that they

will not be large based on, 
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1. constraints on bidding Basslink, 
2. the threat of legal action.

• if competition does not emerge then the anti-competitive detriment would be
large, however,
3.  the Tasmanian Government is in a position to limit their size.

Re the above constraints on the exercise of market power

1 As demonstrated in this paper the lack of constraint on bidding and the
monopoly position in the contract market together with the lack of incentive to
offer hedges means the anti competitive detriment is certain and sufficiently
large to ensure that no competition will occur in Tasmania.

2 The draft determination if implemented in its present form would effectively
authorise all aspects of the framework and therefore would provide little
comfort that recourse to the courts would address the exercise of market
power.  This is discussed in more detail in the following section 3.3 - Trade
Practices Act.

3 There are significant constraints that limit the Governments ability to limit their
size namely the fixed commitment to Basslink P/L.  It can only shift the
detriment between taxpayers and electricity consumers, however the ability to
do this will be constrained by project financing arrangements.

The anti-competitive detriment will be large and unconstrained.

3.1.1 Public Benefits

The Commission accepts that the energy reform package has the potential to provide
significant public benefits to both the Tasmanian community and mainland states.
The benefits are very loosely defined and not well articulated in the determination.
It is arguable that those that flow from the energy reform framework in general are
not relevant to the determination of the authorisation applications before the
Commission.  It is our view that these benefits should be accorded less weight than
those that flow directly from the vesting contracts and derogations.

It is noted that the benefits claimed by the Tasmanian Government to be assessed
under the TPA test are wider than those obtainable by normal MNSP’s or under the
ACCC market benefit test for inter connectors, and therefore fall into two categories
private benefits and public benefits.

Private benefits are benefits that flow to HT and other organisations associated with it
and are those that can be captured commercially by the operation or contracting
activities of the MNSP in the market, ie revenue related benefits.  These benefits are
largely offset by the fixed payments made to Basslink P/L under the BSA.  

These residual benefits are small and are not a public benefit, except that they may
accrue to the Tasmanian public as shareholders of the Tasmanian electricity
industry.  However the benefit comes with an intrinsic cost or detriment.  These risks
arise from competition on the mainland with other sources of peaking capacity
(proposed and future) and the risk of operational error by the HT, which potentially
reduces the trading revenue.  In cases where public benefit is inextricably associated
with costs or risks they should be accorded less weight.  To the extent that a
particular benefit can be said to be confined to a particular State, these benefits
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should be accorded less weight than those that flow to the Australian community at
large.

The following is an assessment of the benefits of the Tasmanian Reform Framework
that were identified in the Tasmanian Government submissions to the ACCC and
NECA.
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3.2 A Summary of the Benefits of Reform

Benefits of Reform Comments

1 Meeting the States
Electricity Needs
Allows HT to trade in the
Victorian pool.

Allows HT to generate a trading revenue from the NEM to offset the
fixed payments to Basslink P/L.  
This revenue is a cost to Victorian participants, generally those
consumers who use predominantly off peak energy and generators who
generate peak energy 

As an alternative this revenue can be firmed up by the sale of the IRR’s
in the Wholesale Market by;
(1) By selling IRH’s to generators wishing to contract in Tasmania, and
(2) HT selling contracts at peak times in the Victorian market.

A private benefit  It is offset by
the fixed payments

There is a high degree of uncertainty as to whether this benefit is net
positive particularly when projecting forward over 25 to 50 years.  There
is a risk of insufficient revenue being generated to cover the fixed
payments is carried by Tasmanian taxpayers and Tasmanian electricity
consumers.
This revenue is highly variable in time and depends on the peak off peak
price differential in Victoria.  Its magnitude is therefore subject to future
interconnector and generation developments on the mainland
It should be noted that governments in other states consider that this
risk is unacceptable for governments to take and have or would like to
divest themselves of their generating assets
This also exposes the state to electricity market trading operational risk.
Some state governments have suffered considerable losses from trading

This interconnector trading risk
is a significant intrinsic cost
which needs to be taken into
account when assessing the
pubic benefits 
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operation mistakes or failures

Allows more effective
management the physical and
financial effects of hydrological
risk. 

Page 9

Yes but comes at a cost which is a reduction in trading revenue.  This
revenue will also depend on the future supply demand balance in
Tasmania.  The issue is whether Basslink is a cheaper alternative to
drought proofing compared to oil or gas fired generation.

A public benefit but must be
accorded less weight.
• Trading revenue is reduced
• Interconnector trading risks

are attached
• It is confined to Tasmania
.

Provides a flexible electricity
supply to meet the states
changing electricity needs.

(One of the key strategic
benefits)

This benefit is an alternative to the generation of trading revenue and
therefore comes at a cost.
• Additional load in Tasmania

Reduces trading revenue, additional load will have difficulty in
obtaining contract cover.

• Loss of load in Tasmania
This results in surplus generating capacity which in a competitive
market will drive all generators revenue down.  However with HT
monopoly position they may be able to mitigate this effect.

From Page 9, benefits claimed,
Allows business to expand
Boost business confidence
Send +ve signals to investors in Tasmania
New customers would not face energy constraints
Basslink will not stop reductions in revenue too new generators that
occur by flooding the market with capacity and pushing prices down

A public benefit but must be
accorded less weight,
• Trading revenue is reduced
• Electricity market trading

risks are attached
• Interconector trading risks

are attached
• It is confined to Tasmania

2 Competition Driven
Benefits

These competition driven benefits, which the Tasmanian Government
states as the main benefits of the reform, which will not occur, as there
can be no competition in Tasmania.
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Provides competition for
consumers and NEM based
prices. 

No competition reform framework means a protected market will
continue.

No public benefit

Opens the state owned
generation and retail to
competition.

No competition but benefits small in any case. No public benefit

NEM provides framework for
further investment in the
Tasmanian electricity supply
industry.

No competition. A protected market will continue.  This is unlikely to
encourage new investment.  Sovereign risk remains large.

No public benefit

3 State Economic
Benefits

Capital investment provides a
positive economic impact for
Tasmania economy.

This would be true if the investment is viable and competitively neutral A small short term benefit
confined to Tasmania

Avoids the risk of investing in
(large-scale) generation
facilities. 

These risks are replaced by the risks of investing in large-scale inter-
connector.  These risks are potentially greater than investing in small-
scale generation facilities as transmission lines are generally lumpier
investments.  

Generation capacity can be installed in smaller increments to match
increases in demand.

No net public benefit but must
be accorded less weight,
• Interconector trading risks

are attached
• It is confined to Tasmania

Reduces the risk to State
Budget Revenues from the risk
associated with the states
narrow customer base.

Introduces electricity market risk to state revenues. No net public benefit 
• Electricity market trading

risks are attached
• Interconector trading risks

are attached
• It is confined to Tasmania
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4 Benefits to the NEM
Capital investment provides a
positive economic impact for
the Victorian economy.

Basslink has the potential to provide benefits to the public in Victoria
(jobs, competition), however if the authorisation is not granted, the
benefits to the public in Victoria will still occur by other means driven by
the competitive market.  This is demonstrated by the number of projects
proposed to meet demand in Vic.

No net increase in benefits to
Victorian customers.

Defers capital expenditure on
peaking plant in the mainland
of $400M

VenCorp have taken this into account in the application of the  “market
test” to Basslink.

See below

Provides a source of meeting
peak demand requirements in
the Victorian region.

Yes but compromised by potential transmission constraints and demand
increases in Tasmania & the need to manage hydrological resources in
Tasmania.   

Whether or not this is a benefit to Victorian consumers depends on,
How much Victorian participants pay for the service and the reliability of
the service. 
How this translates into contract which will protect Victorian customers
depends on whether HT will offer contracts to customers and the nature
of these contracts

A net public benefit has not
been demonstrated. 
Victorian participants pay for this
service.
This benefit must also be
discounted as the provision is
compromised by 
• Demand increases in

Tasmania
• Drought in Tasmania

Increases reliability of supply . Yes initially, but this benefit will depend on the future supply demand
balance in Victorian & Tasmania and hydrological constraints in
Tasmania.

Yes but small and compromised
by
• Demand increases in

Tasmania
• Drought in Tasmania

Potentially lowers Victorian
pool price. 

In the long term Victorian pool price will be at the new entrant price in
Victoria.

No Public Benefit.   This is a
short term effect and should be
provided no weight.
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This is a short term effect, there may be a reduction due to the large
capacity of Basslink causing a temporary oversupply in the Victorian
market.  This effect will disappear as Victorian demand grows and
Victorian price stabilises at the new entrant price for Victoria.

Modelling studies carried out for NGIL by Intelligent Energy Systems
(IES), Supporting Study 20 of the Draft Integrated Impact Assessment
Statement, predict a decrease in Victorian Price of (6.7% in 2004 and
1.4% vin 2010), IES modelled only two years.  LYP modelling generally
confirms these figures, however LYP modelled all years to 2010 and this
modelling demonstrated that in 2005 the predicted decrease was
reduced to long run reduction predicted by the model.  In the LYP
modelling the long run reduction was due to the no Basslink case having
slightly more installed plant in all years. A modelled decrease in the
order of 1% is not  significant given the degree of accuracy of pool
modelling.

The off peak pool price in Victoria will increase and the peak price will
reduce, the overall change will depend on the manner in which HT
balance the price volume relationship to maximise their trading revenue,
their contract position and the need to balance hydrological resources at
the time.

.

Allows development of wind
resources.

This benefit can be obtained without Basslink with the current REC
trading scheme

No public benefit

(a key strategic opportunity) Over and above the REC scheme there is little likelihood in the
foreseeable future of a demand for wind generation.  It is therefore
premature to ascribe any public benefit to Basslink for wind generation
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3.3 Trade Practices Act

The approach of the ACCC in the Draft Determination has been to assess the
benefits and anti-competitive detriments associated with the terms of Tasmania’s
energy reform program as a whole rather than exclusively focusing on the Vesting
Contracts and derogations. The ACCC has stated in the Draft Determination (at p.33)
that it is the countervailing threat of legal action by a third party or the ACCC itself
under the TPA in relation to specific future actions that provides it with a greater
assurance that the anti-competitive detriments of the proposed arrangements will not
be large. 

Future legal action could be brought in relation to aspects of the reform project not
specifically the subject of the authorisation. For example, the market power of Hydro
Tasmania which is assured by the terms of the Basslink Services Agreement could
render HT vulnerable to claims under section 46 in relation to conduct associated
with the proposed auction of the settlement surplus, and the terms of the Basslink
Services Agreement itself have the potential for infringements of sections 45 or 47. In
this event Basslink and HT may argue that the Draft Determination (if implemented in
its present form) has effectively authorised all aspects of the reform framework. While
such an argument may not be sustainable under a strict interpretation of the TPA, we
submit that a court would be reluctant to find that aspects of the reform framework
infringes the TPA when the entire structure has been examined by the ACCC for the
purposes of this Determination.

For these reasons we submit that any Determination should make it clear that the
Authorisation does not extend beyond its precise subject matter of the vesting
contracts and derogations and that the conduct of Basslink Pty Ltd and HT in giving
effect to the Basslink Services Agreement and the terms of that Agreement itself
remain subject to challenge under the TPA.

In the Draft Determination, the ACCC appears to accept the assurances of the
Tasmanian Government as to the future conduct of its controlled entities as a basis
on which to consider the application for authorisation. We submit that, given the
central place of those assurances in the scheme of authorisation in this case that the
ACCC should require that they be given as enforceable undertakings by Hydro
Tasmania under section 87B of the Act. 

3.4 Conclusion 

While the present application is confined to authorisation of the vesting contracts and
the derogations, the ACCC should take into account the anti-competitive and
potential anti-competitive aspects of the framework in making its determination. It
would be an undesirable outcome if authorisation of the vesting contracts and
derogations gave some implicit authorisation to an anti-competitive structure with
many inherent potential breaches of the Trade Practices Act. 

This paper demonstrates that the framework has very significant anti-competitive
detriment. The means of funding Basslink precludes the development of competition
and imposes a significant burden on particular customer segments. The structure of
the Basslink Services Agreement, by giving HT control of the inter-regional surplus,
erects barriers to entry to the Tasmanian generation market, and potentially infringes
section 46 of the TPA, or at least facilitates breaches of section 46. This framework
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allows a protected market to continue.   Lack of competition and increased risk in
entering the NEM offset benefits claimed. 

It is clear that there are no market-based constraints in the proposed framework
limiting pool price rises in Tasmania.  There are two solutions to this problem:
• regulate, or  
• reform the market to reduce monopoly power.

A form of regulation is being proposed as a solution. There are significant
disadvantages of the proposed form of regulation, as HT will continue to control the
electricity market price not the regulator.

The process and framework adopted for Tasmania joining the NEM must put
Tasmania and Basslink in the same substantive position as if Tasmania was a
participating jurisdiction in the NEM so that Basslink can be proposed as 
• a true MNSP, or 
• as a regulated inter-connector where the expected public benefits that have been

asserted in the Tasmanian Government submissions can be quantified and
assessed in accordance with the NEM code and market processes,

so that Tasmanian consumers are provided with a true competitive market with the
associated benefits.

The Way Forward

The appropriate process for Tasmania to join the NEM is as follows,

1. Tasmania to proclaim the NEM Legislation agreement,

The NEM Legislation agreement should be proclaimed now not when the
NEM entry arrangements have been finalised.  NEM entry must be on NEM
terms and not Tasmanian Government terms.

2. Tasmania to join the NECA members agreement (with Qld, NSW, Vic, ACT & SA)

3. Tasmania to join the NEMMCO members agreement (with Qld, NSW, Vic, ACT &
SA)

4. Develop a framework and introduce competition in Tasmania to ensure the
NEM objectives are met by either;

a) The dis-aggregation of HT to introduce competition.
  

This has been the recommendation of at least two independent consultant’s
reports.  (Garlick & Associates, and Alan Moran & Associates)

Basslink could then proceed, as either of the two types of inter-connector
considered in the NEM Code, independent of HT, ie 
• As a Regulated Inter-connector (RI), or
• As a Market Network Service Provider (MNSP), (Entrepreneurial Inter-

connector).

This would then allow the entrepreneurial decision and competition to build a
MNSP based on market information that is available to all participants, or if
that fails a regulated inter-connector.
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b) The separation of Basslink and HT, with HT remaining as a monopoly
generator.

In this case Basslink could proceed on the basis of a regulated inter-
connector subject to the application of the “ACCC market” test.

This proposal would still have significant anti-competitive aspects that would
need to be balanced against the public  benefits of the link.

Either or these proposals would reduce the monopoly position of HT in relation to the
development of Basslink and competition in Tasmania and therefore increase the
likelihood of maintaining an efficient and economic electricity system.
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